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Answer all the questions.
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you should use the lined page(s) at the end of this booklet. The question number(s) must
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In a 40-over match, Team 1 scored 183/8 in their 40 overs. Team 2, in the first 23 overs of their innings,
reached 102/4 when rain caused a delay. This delay meant that only 5 more overs were available to Team 2.
Using the ARR method, calculate how many runs Team 2 had to score in these 5 overs in order to win the
match.
[3]
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In line 94 the article says that the D/L method can set a higher target for Team 2 than the ARR method
would have set.
In a 50-over match Team 1 scores 239 runs. Team 2 only have 40 overs available. Calculate how many more
runs Team 2 need to score to win the match if the D/L method, rather than the ARR method, is used.
[3]
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Rewrite equation (4) in line 101 to make the b the subject.
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The article, in line 147, says that the D/L method can be used to deal with a match in which there are
multiple interruptions in either team’s innings.
In 2003, a 50-over match between two teams took place and before play began the match was reduced to
46 overs each.
Rain stopped play when Team 1 reached 123/2 from 25 overs. At the restart both innings were reduced to
43 overs.
Rain stopped play again when Team 1 had reached 150/3 from 33 overs, and at the restart both innings were
reduced further to 38 overs.
Team 1 finished on 185/3 from their 38 overs.
(i) Complete the final column of the table below.

[4]

(ii) Calculate the target score to win for Team 2 given that in 2003 the value of G50 was 235.

[2]

4(i)
Total resource available to Team 1 at the start
Total resource remaining to Team 1 at the first interruption
Total resource remaining to Team 1 at the restart

Overs left and
wickets remaining
46 overs left,
10 wickets remaining
21 overs left,
8 wickets remaining
18 overs left,
8 wickets remaining

Resource as
a percentage

Total resource lost by first interruption
Total resource remaining to Team 1 at the second
interruption
Total resource remaining to Team 1 at the second restart

10 overs left,
7 wickets remaining
5 overs left,
7 wickets remaining

Total resource lost by second interruption
Total resource available to Team 1
Total resource available to Team 2

38 overs left,
10 wickets remaining

86.7

4(ii)
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In lines 148 and 149 the article says
‘There are also cases where the D/L method sets a target that requires Team 2 to
score fewer runs than Team 1 in the same number of overs.’
By calculating the target score required by Team 2 to win, show that the above statement is true in the
following scenario.
50 overs per innings
Team 1 scores 110/8 in 35 overs
Rain causes Team 1’s innings to be terminated and Team 2 have 35 overs for their innings
[4]
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ADDITIONAL ANSWER SPACE
If additional space is required, you should use the following lined page(s). The question number(s) must be
clearly shown in the margin(s).
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